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Pictures provide us with allusions to
objects, and tricks can be played
with the transition from three to two
dimensions. Indeed, this is grist to
the artistic mill; pictures incorporate
ambiguities that are rarely present in
objects. One such ambiguity is the
depth that is represented in simple
line drawings like the one below: the
apparent orientation of the rhomboid
changes so that the front face appears
to be pointing either down and to the
right or up and left. The picture is
interpreted as representing a
three-dimensional structure but
there is insufficient detail (such as
occluding contours, perspective
convergence, or texture) to define
which parts would be near and which
far. But we do not entertain both
depth interpretations simultaneously;
our perception flips from one
possibility to the other, so that the
apparent depth undergoes reversals.
This phenomenon was initially
observed with drawings of crystals
but it can be extended to many other
shapes, like the unstable staircase at
the top of the page. If the relative
depth separating the walls of the
staircase is not alluded to, the figure
can be seen as stairs viewed from
above or below. In this example, the
reversal is in the apparent depth
implied by the contours.
Perhaps the most familiar form of
ambiguity relates to drawings that
can be interpreted in more than one
way because the same contours
delineate two different figures, like
the vase/faces motif above. The
illusory contours defined by the line
terminations could be interpreted as
two facing profiles or a vase, even
though the colours of the two sides
differ. The blue background is
constant throughout but its
appearance is modified in different
ways by the coloured contours
enclosing it on the left and right sides.
Pictorial allusions like these are
fascinating to figure out but it is not
readily apparent whether they direct
us to signs of neural processing
(which I have called neuro-signs in
this series). Indeed, using pictures
like these to search for indications of
neural processing might point us in
the wrong direction because such
ambiguities rarely occur with objects.
Pictures are complex symbolic
stimuli which have a relatively recent
history in evolutionary terms. The
neural signs recorded in
neuroscience are typically based on
processes present in species which
have no natural experience of
pictures. Thus, it might be an illusion
to expect neuro-signs for pictures.
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This is the last in a short series of
articles by Nicholas Wade, describing
some common visual illusions.
